
In the last issue, we discussed the 
detrimental effects of stress on the 
physiology. Now let’s look at how music

can be an effective therapeutic tool for
relieving and releasing stress. Studies on
the healing effects of music are numerous,
but as a therapy in its own right, music still
sits on the sidelines in the conventional
health-care arena. The positive effects of
music have been well documented for pre-
venting and managing stress, normalizing
blood pressure and heart rate, easing muscle
tension, relieving the anxiety of abused
women, alleviating multiple sclerosis, calm-
ing psychosis, improving the quality and length 
of life for the terminally ill, and curbing criminal
behavior. Other studies have compared the effects of
various musical genres and proven the effectiveness
of music in conjunction with touch therapies.  

Music Truly Has Power!
Have you ever thought about the reasons we

choose specific types of music and how it has a last-
ing impact on how we feel and perceive the world
around us? What about the jingles that accompany
products like soft drinks, cars, cereals, or movies?
Music that is attached to a visual experience like a
TV commercial influences our buying habits. Music
is played in casinos, restaurants, food stores, and
department stores because we spend more when we
are relaxed. Soft music is played in medical and
dental waiting rooms and in elevators to relieve 
anxiety. National anthems and patriotic songs have
inspired people the world over to give of their time
and money. I once played lively, uplifting music 
during a three-day yard sale just to see what would
happen. We were sold out of over 300 items in eight
hours. Had I played discordant music, I wonder
what the result might have been.

What Can Music Do for 
Your Health?

Research by Professor McCraty
of the Institute of HeartMath®

shows that music designed to 
promote mental and emotional bal-
ance can increase immune power,
heighten positive emotional states,
and increase vigor and mental clari-
ty. Listening to music is always an
emotional experience. Well-crafted

music with regular rhythms and elevating or lively
melodies will bring about a positive emotional
response. Jarring or jagged sounds and asymmetrical
beats, disharmonious musical styles, or negative
lyrics can increase fatigue, sadness, anxiety, tension,
and even hostility.

Who Uses Music for Healing?
Training and practice in the field of music thera-

py has been relegated to Certified Music Therapists.
These gifted musicians and composers are required
to have at least one year of college-level, medically
integrated musical training and most have a Masters
degree in music. Less formally, music has been used
as an interactive healing element in bodywork and
breathwork, and is increasingly used in nursing
homes and hospitals. The right music can facilitate
the deep relaxation of our entire physiology. In a
therapeutic setting, this allows a patient to do fur-
ther work on the release of their accumulated back-
log of emotionally related stress that has probably
contributed to their physical discomforts from the
beginning.
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“FEEL THE MUSIC” with 

VIBRATIONAL ATTUNEMENT MASSAGE™ (VAM)
• Experience the Magical Merger of 

Unconditional Touch and Musical Vibration
• Gets the Results of Deep-Tissue Massage 

Without the Pain!
• Non-Invasive Massage that Relaxes You 

While Re-energizing Your Immune System

Dustin Fox, CAMT • Cell 800-304-9197
E-mail: amt@wispwest.net • Visit http://vam.abmp.com

AVAILABLE BY APPOINTMENT AT Livingston’s Travelodge Hotel (102 ROGERS LANE, LOWER LEVEL)

ASK ABOUT: House Calls • Massage Parties • Monthly Massage & Corporate Destressing Programs
VAM Training & Certification Seminars • Discounts for Seniors & Veterans • Personalized Gift

Certificates For Every Occasion • The Fox Acoustical Touch System™ Kit (Patent Pending)

The Power of Music
Dustin Fox, CAMT
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The Power of Music
Vibrations of the Heart

From molecular science to string theory,
modern research is proving what the ancient sages
and healers have known for millennia—that the
body responds to vibration and our trillions of cells
are unified and communicate through one grand
symphony of sound. Science has proven that every-
thing in the universe is in constant vibration,
including our own hydroelectric physiology. Some
studies have shown that each of our internal organs
resonates (vibrates) at a specific frequency. Have
you ever wondered why electricity is used to restart
the heart? Or how the brain operates via electrical
impulses transmitted through the neurological 
network of the body?

HeartMath speaks of decoding the intelligence
of the heart—not just the blood-pumping organ, 
but the energy center located there which communi-
cates in the vibrational language of love. HeartMath
encourages us to discover our heart-brain connec-
tion. Their systems are designed to enable people to
employ the higher intelligence and intuition of the
heart. Using HeartMath technology, people can learn
to bring the heart and brain into synchronization,
which is key to achieving new levels of communica-
tion, performance, and vitality. This has led to 
programs for improving student-teacher relations
and academic performance, and has helped adults
transform stress, anxiety, and anger.

An example of how the heart-brain emotional
intelligence works is when we make musical 
selections. Music interacts immediately with our
emotions. We don’t have to think about a piece of
music to determine if we like it or not. Music that
gives us a positive emotional response will activate
the parasympathetic side of our autonomic (auto-
matic) nervous system, which promotes the state 
we call “rest, digest and heal.” This is the opposite
to the stress-inducing, adrenaline-pumping sympa-
thetic side, which we identify as “fight or flight.” 

Our bodies and brains process everything 
differently when we are stressed or sympathetically
activated. High-brain functions, such as long-range
planning, are shut down and the more primitive,
posterior portion takes over, called the “reptilian
brain.” The immune system slows or stops as our
body switches into “emergency mode.” Our heart

rate and blood pressure increase, as does blood flow
to the heart and large muscle groups (the flight
muscles). Our breathing changes from a slow, full,
diaphragmatic breathing pattern, to a high-chest,
more rapid breathing pattern. Adrenaline and the
stress hormone cortisol flood our system. 

When people are sympathetically activated too
much of the time, they are considered to be in a
fight-or-flight syndrome that never quite lets up.
Tension increases, colds are more frequent, as are
headaches and muscle pain. More serious conditions
can develop, including high blood pressure, panic
attacks, digestive problems, and more. Now imagine
the condition of someone with years of Accumu-
lated Emotionally Reactive Stress Syndrome
(AERSS) behind them and no positive outlook 
for the years ahead. 

Music to the Rescue!
Uplifting music relaxes the tensions and emo-

tions that are connected with accumulated, stress-
induced discomfort and disease. Musically induced
vibrations will increase physiological relaxation so
the immune system can reenter the picture and
begin facilitating the healing process. One approach
is to select music that takes people back to a fond
memory of a good experience. For some, that may
be the disco classics of the '70s, for another it may
be a Brahms concerto.

When choosing musical pieces for therapy, there
are some guidelines we can follow. Denis Ouellette,
in Heal Yourself with Breath, Light, Sound and Water,
advises that “the music played during healing work
influences the client in emotional and physical
ways. It’s as though the music is being played right
through them, it is of paramount importance that
the musical choices be of a quality that will comple-
ment this process and lead them in the direction of
healing and peace. I tend to choose certain classical
orchestral and choral music for healing. And there is
some excellent music coming out of the film indus-
try. Soundtracks are a prime avenue of expression
for some of today's best composers. Certain new
age, Native American, and Eastern Indian music is
conducive to healing work. The vibrational harmon-
ics of pure sound, from Tibetan singing bowls or
vocal chanting, for instance, are effective tools.” 

David Tame in The Secret Power of Music and
other authors have taught that the syncopated beat
embedded in today's music (rock, pop, rap, jazz)
can have a detrimental effect on people's vitality,



throwing off the natural rhythms
of the body. Some believe this
beat causes an energy-dissipating
(counterclockwise) spin of the
chakras (energy centers). Music
with a syncopated beat is charac-
terized by the displacement of
the regular metrical accent of the
4/4 time. Rather than coming in
on the first beat (the downbeat),
the accent is asymmetrically
placed on the third beat, as in
“one, two, THREE, four.” Listen
for it, and you will find this
rhythm is almost everywhere in
today's culture. While we may
chose these musical genres for 

entertainment, I wouldn’t recom-
mend them for healing work. 

There are many
varieties of music to
choose from that can
naturally facilitate
healing from within.
Remember that when
we play music, it’s an
opportunity to create
a very specific vibra-
tional environment
that can bring about
true relaxation and
healing of our mind, 
body and emotions.  ■

Dustin Fox is an acoustical massage
therapist and breathwork facilitator. He is
the inventor of the Fox Acoustical Touch

System (Fox ATS) (patent

pending) and the originator
of Vibrational Attunement
Massage (VAM). For infor-
mation about VAM train-
ing and certification semi-
nars; for a demo on how
to bring your massage
table to life with music
through the Fox ATS;
or to experience Dustin’s
healing energy and music
technology first-hand,
contact him at 800-
304-9197, or e-mail
amt@wispwest.net. He 

is available by appointment for housecalls.
His office is at the Travelodge, 102 Rogers
Lane, in Livingston, MT. Visit his website,
http://vam.abmp.com.

Resources:
Institute of HeartMath.

www.heartmath.org
Patricia Spadaro

www.PracticalSpirituality.info
American Music Therapy Association

www.musictherapy.org
Denis Ouellette

www.IntegralBreathwork.com
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I N TO YOUR LIFE, YOUR THERAPY AND 
YOUR CLIENTS—WITH THE MAGICAL MERGER 

OF MUSIC, MASSAGE & BREAT H WO R K !

THIS LIFE-CHANGING 4-DAY TRAINING INCLUDES:

• The facts about the effects of stress accumulation. Deep & painless
relaxation touch techniques ~ Effective music selection
“FEEL THE MUSIC”™ as you experience the latest in applied
musical vibration technology, and earn your Certification in 
VIBRATIONAL ATTUNEMENT MASSAGE THERAPY™ 

• INTEGRAL BREATHWORK™ ~ Half-day seminar
A gentle, rewarding physiological & transformational experience!
Learn how to combine breathing work with bodywork for yourself
and your clients….“Expand Your Breath—Enhance Your Life!”

TWO SEMINARS, FOUR DAYS, ONE FEE ~ $350

Integral Breathwork™ Seminar: July 29 • 12:30–6:30 pm • May be attended separately, see ad.
Vibrational Attunement Massage™ Training: July 30, 31 & August 1 • 9 am–6 pm daily

For Workshop Registration, Location & Further Information,
Call Dustin Fox • Cell: 800-304-9197

E-mail: amt@wispwest.net • Visit http://vam.abmp.com

ATTENTION BODYWORKERS & HEALTHCARE PRACTITIONERS!

Deep Tissue • Swedish Massage
Intuitive Energy • CranioSacral

See testimonials at
w w w. H e a rt H a n d s H e a l i n g To u c h . c o m
522-5476 • 521 W. LAMME • BOZEMAN

INTRO PACKAGE – SAVE $40! – $45/HR.
4 PREPAID FULL-BODY SESSIONS ONLY $180

I don’t feel old anymore! —George H.

Two weeks of back pain gone...
such healing energy! —Maggie F.


